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An astonishing tale of one man's search for Utopia.
Nathan Makaryk's epic and daring debut rewrites the Robin Hood legend, giving voice to those history never mentioned
and challenging who's really a hero and a villain. “The most pleasurable reading experience I've had since first
discovering George R.R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire.” — Bryan Cogman, Co-Executive Producer and Writer, Game of
Thrones No king. No rules. England, 1191. King Richard is half a world away, fighting for God and his own ambition.
Back home, his country languishes, bankrupt and on the verge of anarchy. People with power are running unchecked.
People without are growing angry. And in Nottingham, one of the largest shires in England, the sheriff seems intent on
doing nothing about it. As the leaves turn gold in the Sherwood Forest, the lives of six people—Arable, a servant girl with a
secret, Robin and William, soldiers running from their pasts, Marion, a noblewoman working for change, Guy of
Gisbourne, Nottingham’s beleaguered guard captain, and Elena Gamwell, a brash, ambitious thief—become intertwined.
And a strange story begins to spread . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Routledge Handbook of the Philosophy of Sport is a landmark publication in sport studies. It goes further than any
book has before in tracing the contours of the discipline of the philosophy of sport and in surveying the core themes,
approaches and theories that form its disciplinary fabric. The book explores the ways in which an understanding of
philosophy can inform our understanding of important prevailing issues in sport. Edited by two of the most significant
figures in the development of the philosophy of sport, Mike McNamee and Bill Morgan, and with contributions from many
of the world’s leading sport philosophers, this is an invaluable companion reference volume for any course in the social
scientific study of sport, and an essential addition to the bookshelf of any serious scholar of the philosophy and/or ethics
of sport.
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the most peaceful time in human
existence, drawing on psychological insights into intrinsic values that are causing people to condemn violence as an
acceptable measure.
A gripping account of the violence and turmoil that engulfed England’s fledgling colonies and the crucial role played by
Native Americans in determining the future of North America. In 1675, eastern North America descended into chaos.
Virginia exploded into civil war, as rebel colonists decried the corruption of planter oligarchs and massacred allied
Indians. Maryland colonists, gripped by fears that Catholics were conspiring with enemy Indians, rose up against their
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rulers. Separatist movements and ethnic riots swept through New York and New Jersey. Dissidents in northern Carolina
launched a revolution, proclaiming themselves independent of any authority but their own. English America teetered on
the edge of anarchy. Though seemingly distinct, these conflicts were in fact connected through the Susquehannock
Indians, a once-mighty nation reduced to a small remnant. Forced to scatter by colonial militia, Susquehannock bands
called upon connections with Indigenous nations from the Great Lakes to the Deep South, mobilizing sources of power
that colonists could barely perceive, much less understand. Although the Susquehannock nation seemed weak and
divided, it exercised influence wildly disproportionate to its size, often tipping settler societies into chaos. Colonial
anarchy was intertwined with Indigenous power. Piecing together Susquehannock strategies from a wide range of
archival documents and material evidence, Matthew Kruer shows how one people’s struggle for survival and renewal
changed the shape of eastern North America. Susquehannock actions rocked the foundations of the fledging English
territories, forcing colonial societies and governments to respond. Time of Anarchy recasts our understanding of the late
seventeenth century and places Indigenous power at the heart of the story.
Volume 1 of the candid, no-holds-barred account by American anarchist Goldman relates her philosophical and political
journey through life, beginning with her emigration from Russia to the U.S. in 1886.
The New York Times bestselling Brit in the FBI series continues with this thrilling “popcorn movie in print form”
(Associated Press) pitting special agents Nicholas Drummond and Michaela Caine against a private French space
agency that has the power to end the world as we know it. Galactus, France’s answer to SpaceX, has just launched a
communications satellite into orbit, but the payload actually harbors a frightening weapon: a nuclear bomb that can
trigger a massive electromagnetic pulse (EMP). When the satellite is in position, Galactus’s second-in-command, Dr.
Nevaeh Patel, will have the power to lay waste to the world. A former astronaut, Patel believes she is following the
directions of the Numen, aliens who saved her life when she space-walked outside the International Space Station. She
is convinced that with the Holy Grail—just discovered by the owner of Galactus, eccentric treasure hunter Jean-Pierre
Broussard—she can be reunited with the Numen, change the world’s destiny, and become immortal with them. The
countdown has begun when Special Agents Nicholas Drummond and Michaela Caine are thrown into the pending
disaster. They must stop the EMP that would wreak havoc on communication and electronic systems on Earth, resulting
in chaos and anarchy. With their high-octane and suspenseful prose, “Coulter and Ellison are a thriller writer’s dream
team, and The Last Second is some of their best work yet” (The Real Book Spy).
Recounts the life and career of the inventive and controversial rock musician, and includes information on his
philosophies on art, his opinions on the music industry, and his thoughts on raising children.
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A reply to, and an assault on, Murray Bookchin's 'Social Anarchism Or Lifestyle Anarchism, ' Bookchin himself,
Bookchinism, and so called 'anarcho-leftism.'
From the incomparable New York Times and New Yorker illustrator Tamara Shopsin, a debut novel about a NYC printer
repair technician who comes of age alongside the Apple computer—featuring original artistic designs by the author.
NAMED A MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK OF 2021 BY LIT HUB. LaserWriter II is a coming-of-age tale set in the legendary
90s indie NYC Mac repair shop TekServe—a voyage back in time to when the internet was new, when New York City was
gritty, and when Apple made off-beat computers for weirdos. Our guide is Claire, a 19-year-old who barely speaks to her
bohemian co-workers, but knows when it’s time to snap on an antistatic bracelet. Tamara Shopsin brings us a classically
New York novel that couldn’t feel more timely. Interweaving the history of digital technology with a tale both touchingly
human and delightfully technical, Shopsin brings an idiosyncratic cast of characters to life with a light touch, a sharp eye,
and an unmistakable voice. Filled with pixelated philosophy and lots of printers, LaserWriter II is, at its heart, a parable
about an apple.
The quintessential depiction of 1980s New York and the downtown scene from the artist, actor, musician, and composer
John Lurie “Ferocious and wise, funny and tragic, raging and forgiving, and I loved every page.”—Nick Flynn, author of
Another Bullshit Night in Suck City In the tornado that was downtown New York in the 1980s, John Lurie stood at the
vortex. After founding the band The Lounge Lizards with his brother, Evan, in 1979, Lurie quickly became a centrifugal
figure in the world of outsider artists, cutting-edge filmmakers, and cultural rebels. Now Lurie vibrantly brings to life the
whole wash of 1980s New York as he developed his artistic soul over the course of the decade and came into orbit with
all the prominent artists of that time and place, including Andy Warhol, Debbie Harry, Boris Policeband, and, especially,
Jean-Michel Basquiat, the enigmatic prodigy who spent a year sleeping on the floor of Lurie’s East Third Street
apartment. It may feel like Disney World now, but in The History of Bones, the East Village, through Lurie’s clear-eyed
reminiscence, comes to teeming, gritty life. The book is full of grime and frank humor—Lurie holds nothing back in this
journey to one of the most significant moments in our cultural history, one whose reverberations are still strongly felt
today. History may repeat itself, but the way downtown New York happened in the 1980s will never happen again.
Luckily, through this beautiful memoir, we all have a front-row seat.
At fourteen, Nick Gautier thinks he knows everything about the world around him. Streetwise, tough, and savvy, his quick
sarcasm is the stuff of legends. . .until the night when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a mysterious warrior who
has more fighting skills than Chuck Norris, the teenaged Nick is sucked into the realm of the Dark-Hunters: immortal
vampire slayers who risk everything to save humanity. Nick quickly learns that the human world is only a veil for a much
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larger and more dangerous one: a world where the captain of the football team is a werewolf and the girl he has a crush
on goes out at night to stake the undead. But before he can even learn the rules of this new world, his fellow students are
turning into flesh-eating zombies--and he's next on the menu. As if starting high school isn't hard enough. . .now Nick has
to hide his new friends from his mom, his chain saw from the principal, and keep the zombies and the demon Simi from
eating his brains, all without getting grounded or suspended. How in the world is he supposed to do that?
Anarchy WorksExamples of Anarchist Ideas in Practice
“A roaring good read.”—FORBES.com Master sniper Bob Lee Swagger returns in this riveting novel by bestselling author
and Pulitzer Prize winner Stephen Hunter. The Great Depression was marked by an epidemic of bank robberies and
Tommy-gun-toting outlaws who became household names. Hunting them down was the new U.S. Division of
Investigation--soon to become the FBI--which was determined to nab the most dangerous gangster this country has ever
produced: Baby Face Nelson. To stop him, the Bureau recruited talented gunman Charles Swagger, World War I hero
and sheriff of Polk County, Arkansas. Eighty years later, Charles's grandson Bob Lee Swagger uncovers a strongbox
containing an array of memorabilia dating back to 1934--a federal lawman's badge, a .45 automatic preserved in
cosmoline, a mysterious gun part, and a cryptic diagram--all belonging to Charles Swagger. Bob becomes determined to
find out what happened to his grandfather-- and why his own father never spoke of Charles. But as he investigates, Bob
learns that someone is following him--and shares his obsession. Told in alternating timeframes, G-Man is a thrilling
addition to Stephen Hunter's bestselling Bob Lee Swagger series.
Written by a Russian prince who renounced his title, this work promotes an anarchist market economy — a system of autonomous cooperative
collectives. A century after its initial publication, it remains fresh and relevant.
In Black to Nature: Pastoral Return and African American Culture, author Stefanie K. Dunning considers both popular and literary texts that
range from Beyoncé’s Lemonade to Jesmyn Ward’s Salvage the Bones. These key works restage Black women in relation to nature.
Dunning argues that depictions of protagonists who return to pastoral settings contest the violent and racist history that incentivized Black
disavowal of the natural world. Dunning offers an original theoretical paradigm for thinking through race and nature by showing that diverse
constructions of nature in these texts are deployed as a means of rescrambling the teleology of the Western progress narrative. In a series of
fascinating close readings of contemporary Black texts, she reveals how a range of artists evoke nature to suggest that interbeing with nature
signals a call for what Jared Sexton calls “the dream of Black Studies”—abolition. Black to Nature thus offers nuanced readings that advance
an emerging body of critical and creative work at the nexus of Blackness, gender, and nature. Written in a clear, approachable, and
multilayered style that aims to be as poignant as nature itself, the volume offers a unique combination of theoretical breadth, narrative beauty,
and broader perspective that suggests it will be a foundational text in a new critical turn towards framing nature within a cultural studies
context.
A Best Science Fiction Book of 2017 -- The Guardian From the widely acclaimed author of The Gone-Away World and Tigerman, comes a
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virtuosic new novel set in a near-future, high-tech surveillance state, that is equal parts dark comedy, gripping detective story, and mindbending philosophical puzzle. In the world of Gnomon, citizens are constantly observed and democracy has reached a pinnacle of
'transparency.' Every action is seen, every word is recorded, and the System has access to its citizens' thoughts and memories--all in the
name of providing the safest society in history. When suspected dissident Diana Hunter dies in government custody, it marks the first time a
citizen has been killed during an interrogation. The System doesn't make mistakes, but something isn't right about the circumstances
surrounding Hunter's death. Mielikki Neith, a trusted state inspector and a true believer in the System, is assigned to find out what went
wrong. Immersing herself in neural recordings of the interrogation, what she finds isn't Hunter but rather a panorama of characters within
Hunter's psyche: a lovelorn financier in Athens who has a mystical experience with a shark; a brilliant alchemist in ancient Carthage
confronting the unexpected outcome of her invention; an expat Ethiopian painter in London designing a controversial new video game, and a
sociopathic disembodied intelligence from the distant future. Embedded in the memories of these impossible lives lies a code which Neith
must decipher to find out what Hunter is hiding. In the static between these stories, Neith begins to catch glimpses of the real Diana
Hunter--and, alarmingly, of herself. The staggering consequences of what she finds will reverberate throughout the world. A dazzling,
panoramic achievement, and Nick Harkaway's most brilliant work to date, Gnomon is peerless and profound, captivating and irreverent, as it
pierces through strata of reality and consciousness, and illuminates how to set a mind free. It is a truly accomplished novel from a mind
possessing a matchless wit infused with a deep humanity.
This cult classic of gonzo journalism is the best chronicle of drug-soaked, addle-brained, rollicking good times ever committed to the printed
page. It is also the tale of a long weekend road trip that has gone down in the annals of American pop culture as one of the strangest
journeys ever undertaken. Now a major motion picture from Universal, directed by Terry Gilliam and starring Johnny Depp and Benicio del
Toro.
“A feverish, fearless writer.” —Christine Schutt, author of All Souls, finalist for the 2009 Pulitzer Prize “The Gospel of Anarchy is a beautiful,
searching and sometimes brutally funny novel. Justin Taylor writes with fierce precision and perfect balance.” —Sam Lipsyte, author of The
Ask Following his critically acclaimed short story collection Everything Here Is the Best Thing Ever, Justin Taylor’s mesmerizing debut novel
explores the eccentricities, insights, and unexpected grace found in a motley crew of off-beat anarchists, and their quest to achieve utopia in
a crumbling Florida commune. In the vein of Chris Adrian, Padgett Powel, and Hunter Thompson, Taylor delivers a shrewd, cerebral, and
often wickedly humorous vision of reality on every leaf of the mirthfully absurd The Gospel of Anarchy.
Three dazzling stories of magic, fantasy, and romance from the #1 New York Times bestselling author—together in one volume for the first
time. Dragonswan Only one man can decipher the symbolism of Channon’s legendary Dragon Tapestry: Sebastian, a battle-scarred
shapeshifting dragon trapped between two worlds. And Channon has no choice but to follow him into a realm of magic, danger, and
adventure. Fire and Ice By running from her past, Livia meets her future—Adron, an ex-assassin brutally scarred by a mission gone wrong.
And only Livia has the courage to heal his emotional scars and change both their lives forever. Knightly Dreams Betrayed by her boyfriend,
Taryn no longer believes in being swept away—until an unlikely hero literally steps out of her paperback novel and into her heart. Is her mind
playing beautiful tricks? Or has her fantasy become a reality?
What do we mean when we talk about “the State”? Multiple polls show a growing disillusionment with the State and representative
government as vehicles for progressive change, and particularly as means to tame capitalism, let alone as a basis for seeing beyond it. In a
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quick and readable format, Eric Laursen proposes thinking about the State in an entirely new way—not simply as government or legal
institutions, but as humanity’s analog to a computer operating system—opening up a new interpretation of the system of governance that
emerged in Europe five-hundred years ago and now drives almost every aspect of human society. He also demonstrates powerfully why
humanity’s life-and-death challenges—including racism, climate change, and rising economic exploitation—cannot be addressed as long as
the State continues to exercise dominion.

“Dictionary, n: A malevolent literary device for cramping the growth of a language and making it hard and inelastic. This dictionary,
however, is a most useful work.” Bierce’s groundbreaking Devil’s Dictionary had a complex publication history. Started in the
mid-1800s as an irregular column in Californian newspapers under various titles, he gradually refined the new-at-the-time idea of
an irreverent set of glossary-like definitions. The final name, as we see it titled in this work, did not appear until an 1881 column
published in the periodical The San Francisco Illustrated Wasp. There were no publications of the complete glossary in the 1800s.
Not until 1906 did a portion of Bierce’s collection get published by Doubleday, under the name The Cynic’s Word Book—the
publisher not wanting to use the word “Devil” in the title, to the great disappointment of the author. The 1906 word book only went
from A to L, however, and the remainder was never released under the compromised title. In 1911 the Devil’s Dictionary as we
know it was published in complete form as part of Bierce’s collected works (volume 7 of 12), including the remainder of the
definitions from M to Z. It has been republished a number of times, including more recent efforts where older definitions from his
columns that never made it into the original book were included. Due to the complex nature of copyright, some of those found
definitions have unclear public domain status and were not included. This edition of the book includes, however, a set of definitions
attributed to his one-and-only “Demon’s Dictionary” column, including Bierce’s classic definition of A: “the first letter in every
properly constructed alphabet.” Bierce enjoyed “quoting” his pseudonyms in his work. Most of the poetry, dramatic scenes and
stories in this book attributed to others were self-authored and do not exist outside of this work. This includes the prolific Father
Gassalasca Jape, whom he thanks in the preface—“jape” of course having the definition: “a practical joke.” This book is a product
of its time and must be approached as such. Many of the definitions hold up well today, but some might be considered less
palatable by modern readers. Regardless, the book’s humorous style is a valuable snapshot of American culture from past
centuries. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
'Who is Hakim Bey? I love him!' Timothy Leary'Exquisite...' Allen Ginsberg'Hard-line dada/surrealism' Rudy Rucker'A Blake angel
on bad acid' Robert Anton Wilson'Scares the shit out of us' Church of the SubGeniusThe underground cult bestseller! Essays that
redefine the psychogeographical nooks of autonomy. Recipes for poetic terror, anarcho -black magic, post-situ psychotropic
surgery, denunciations of spiritual addictions to vapid infotainment cults -- this is the bastard classic, the watermark impressed
upon our minds. Where conscience informs praxis, and action infects consciousness, T.A.Z. is beginning to worm its way into
above-ground culture.This book offers inspired blasts of writing, from slogans to historical essays, on the need to insert
revolutionary happiness into everyday life through poetic action, and celebrating the radical optimism present in outlaw cultures. It
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should appeal to alternative thinkers and punks everywhere, as it celebrates liberation, love and poetic living.The new edition
contains the full text of Chaos: The Broadsheets of Ontological Anarchism, the complete communiques and flyers of the
Association fo Ontological Anarchy, the long essay 'The Temporary Autonomous Zone,' and a new preface by the author.'A literary
masterpiece...' Freedom'A linguistic romp...' Colin Wilson'Fascinating...' William Burroughs
Determined to solve an ancient mystery, a woman undertakes a forbidden quest that pits her against the Dark-Hunter leader and
proud god Acheron, with whom she joins forces when ancient guardians and old enemies threaten both of them. Reprint.
The behind-the-scenes story of the iconic funnymen who ruled '80s Hollywood—Bill Murray, Steve Martin, Chevy Chase, John
Belushi, Dan Aykroyd, and Eddie Murphy—and the beloved films that made them stars, including Animal House, Caddyshack, and
Ghostbusters NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NEW YORK “An enjoyable romp that vividly captures the
manic ups and downs of the remarkable group of funny folk who gave us a golden age of small and big screen comedy, from SNL
to Groundhog Day.”—Peter Biskind, author of Easy Riders, Raging Bulls Wild and Crazy Guys opens in 1978 with Chevy Chase
and Bill Murray taking bad-tempered swings at each other backstage at Saturday Night Live, and closes 21 years later with the two
doing a skit in the same venue, poking fun at each other, their illustrious careers, triumphs and prat falls. In between, Nick de
Semlyen takes us on a trip through the tumultuous '80s, delving behind the scenes of movies such as National Lampoon's
Vacation, Beverly Hills Cop, The Blues Brothers, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, and dozens more. Chronicling the off-screen, largerthan-life antics of Bill Murray, Chevy Chase, Steve Martin, Dan Aykroyd, Eddie Murphy, John Belushi, John Candy, and Rick
Moranis, it's got drugs, sex, punch-ups, webbed toes, and Bill Murray being pushed into a swimming pool by Hunter S. Thompson
while tied to a lawn chair. What's not to like? Based on candid interviews from many of the stars themselves, as well as those in
their immediate orbit, including directors John Landis, Carl Reiner, and Amy Heckerling, Wild and Crazy Guys is a fantastic insider
account of the friendships, feuds, triumphs, and disasters experienced by these beloved comedians. Hilarious and revealing, it is
both a hidden history of the most fertile period ever for screen comedy and a celebration of some of the most popular films of all
time. Praise for Wild and Crazy Guys “Eminently readable . . . Children of the 1980s, take note: this is a fond, engrossing look
back at the making of movies that became cultural touchstones.”—Booklist (starred review) “Nick de Semlyen smartly charts the
pinballing career paths of the stars of this new comic wave. . . . His punchy, nonstop narrative . . . tells a [story] where art and
commerce smash hard against each other, sometimes causing destruction, but sometimes making sparks fly.”—The Sunday Times
(UK)
Gonzo journalist and literary roustabout Hunter S. Thompson flies with the angels—Hell’s Angels, that is—in this short work of
nonfiction. “California, Labor Day weekend . . . early, with ocean fog still in the streets, outlaw motorcyclists wearing chains,
shades and greasy Levis roll out from damp garages, all-night diners and cast-off one-night pads in Frisco, Hollywood, Berdoo and
East Oakland, heading for the Monterey peninsula, north of Big Sur. . . The Menace is loose again.” Thus begins Hunter S.
Thompson’s vivid account of his experiences with California’s most notorious motorcycle gang, the Hell’s Angels. In the
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mid-1960s, Thompson spent almost two years living with the controversial Angels, cycling up and down the coast, reveling in the
anarchic spirit of their clan, and, as befits their name, raising hell. His book successfully captures a singular moment in American
history, when the biker lifestyle was first defined, and when such countercultural movements were electrifying and horrifying
America. Thompson, the creator of Gonzo journalism, writes with his usual bravado, energy, and brutal honesty, and with a
nuanced and incisive eye; as The New Yorker pointed out, “For all its uninhibited and sardonic humor, Thompson’s book is a
thoughtful piece of work.” As illuminating now as when originally published in 1967, Hell’s Angels is a gripping portrait, and the
best account we have of the truth behind an American legend.
This book takes examples from around the world, picking through history and anthropology, showing that people have, in different
ways and at different times, demonstrated mutual aid, self-organization, autonomy, horizontal decision making, and so forth--the
principles that anarchy is founded on--regardless of whether they called themselves anarchists or not. Too well documented to be
strictly mythology, and too expansive to be strictly anthropology, this is an inspiring answer to the people who say that anarchists
are utopian: a point-by-point introduction to how anarchy can and has actually worked.
“I am greatly relieved that the universe is finally explainable. I was beginning to think it was me.”–Woody Allen Here, in his first
collection since his three hilarious classics Getting Even, Without Feathers, and Side Effects, Woody Allen has managed to write a
book that not only answers the most profound questions of human existence but is the perfect size to place under any short table
leg to prevent wobbling. “I awoke Friday, and because the universe is expanding it took me longer than usual to find my robe,” he
explains in a piece on physics called “Strung Out.” In other flights of inspirational sanity we are introduced to a cast of characters
only Allen could imagine: Jasper Nutmeat, Flanders Mealworm, and the independent film mogul E. Coli Biggs, just to name a few.
Whether he is writing about art, sex, food, or crime (“Pugh has been a policeman as far back as he can remember. His father was
a notorious bank robber, and the only way Pugh could get to spend time with him was to apprehend him”) he is explosively funny.
In “This Nib for Hire,” a Hollywood bigwig comes across an author’s book in a little country store and describes it in a way that
aptly captures this magnificent volume: “Actually,” the producer says, “I’d never seen a book remaindered in the kindling section
before.”

This lofty volume analyzes a circular cultural relationship: not only how trauma is reflected in cultural processes and
products, but also how trauma itself acts as a critical shaper of literature, the visual and performing arts, architecture, and
religion and mythmaking. The political power of trauma is seen through US, Israeli, and Japanese art forms as they
reflect varied roles of perpetrator, victim, and witness. Traumatic complexities are traced from spirituality to movement,
philosophy to trauma theory. And essays on authors such as Kafka, Plath, and Cormac McCarthy examine how narrative
can blur the boundaries of personal and collective experience. Among the topics covered: Television: a traumatic culture.
From Hiroshima to Fukushima: comics and animation as subversive agents of memory in Japan. The death of the
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witness in the era of testimony: Primo Levi and Georges Perec. Sigmund Freud’s Moses and Monotheism and the
possibility of writing a traumatic history of religion. Placing collective trauma within its social context: the case of the 9/11
attacks. Killing the killer: rampage and gun rights as a syndrome. This volume appeals to multiple readerships including
researchers and clinicians, sociologists, anthropologists, historians, and media researchers.
"Vague" began, as it happened, a few months after "England's Dreaming" left off: in the post-punk diaspora of late 1979.
Turning nineteen years old in sunny Salisbury, Tom Vague began by featuring local punk bands as well as all the major
acts that passed through or nearby - the Banshees, the Cure, the Ruts, Joy Division, Red Krayola, the Gang of Four,
Clash, Adam and the Ants. It wasn't a pure punk fanzine - it was too late for that - but matched punk irreverence with the
overall feeling of experimentation that still existed at the end of the 1970's. Over the first few issues, "Vague" continued to
work out the possibilities of independence - in all senses of the word - that had been pioneered in 1976 by Mark Perry
(fanzines) and in 1977 by Buzzcocks and the Desperate Bicycles (seven inch records). The whole point about fanzines
and DIY singles was that you didn't have to do what everyone else did. So "Vague" mixed up reviews with Perry Harris'
cartoons and what Tom describes as 'stream of consciousness prose' that reflected the chaos and the intimacy of the
moment. Vague followed the post-punk strands - from the Ants to Goth to Crass to Psychobillies and Positive Punks through to the mid 80's, and Tom's commentary precisely dates the changes. In the notes for Issue 12, July 1982, he
observes that 'it was around this time that the number of exaggerated Mac Curtis haircuts increased around London and
Theatre of Hate indirectly started the punkabilly cult, which consisted of disillusioned young Ants fans and reformed
punky types, largely Londoners. Suddenly everyone started to look like Kirk Brandon'. Tom Vague recorded the present
without any thought to posterity. Because he noted the moment so thoroughly, he became a historian, providing a record
of Punk's most obdurate and persistent strands. In documenting the chaos of the 1980's from within, he has preserved a
forgotten narrative of that decade: not Live Aid, New Romantic Pop or Thatcher, but a dogged and anarchic strand of
youth culture that persisted into the flowering of rave in the early 90's. This collection should be read by any serious
enquirer into the period." (Jon Savage : 2017)
THE SHADOW WATCHERS RETURN!In Seagrove Village, former Shadow Watcher, Tim, receives a stunning text from
his ex-fiancé, Mandy, on their secure phone. She's in trouble and needs help. Against objections-she'd broken their
engagement to marry another man-Tim responds, and discovers NINA, Nihilists in Anarchy, an international terrorist
group the Shadow Watchers have faced before, is after the team again. This time, through Mandy.The breakup had
devastated Tim, but what he discovers now forces him to work with Mandy to reveal yet another layer of operatives in the
NINA organization. A layer that, for Mandy, strikes close to home and makes her The Marked Bride.Few are who they
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seem. Facts are mercurial. And even those fighting this enemy on the Shadow Watchers' side are withholding vital
information that endangers all the Shadow Watchers' lives, leaving Tim and Mandy wondering. Can they reveal the truth
and protect the nation's interests? Can the team succeed at fighting the enemy and its own side? When all is done, who
will survive? And of the survivors, if Tim and Mandy are among them, will they stand together or be robbed of their future
once again and be forced apart forever?The Shadow Watchers were introduced in Crossroads Crisis Center series:Book
1: Forget Me Not (Ben)Book 2: Deadly Ties (Mark)Book 3: Not This Time (Joe)And continue in their own Shadow
Watchers series:Book 1: The Marked Bride (Tim)Coming Next:Book 2: The Marked Star (Nick)
For two thousand years the disparate groups that now reside in Zomia (a mountainous region the size of Europe that
consists of portions of seven Asian countries) have fled the projects of the organized state societies that surround
them--slavery, conscription, taxes, corvee labor, epidemics, and warfare. This book, essentially an anarchist history, is
the first-ever examination of the huge literature on state-making whose author evaluates why people would deliberately
and reactively remain stateless. Among the strategies employed by the people of Zomia to remain stateless are physical
dispersion in rugged terrain; agricultural practices that enhance mobility; pliable ethnic identities; devotion to prophetic,
millenarian leaders; and maintenance of a largely oral culture that allows them to reinvent their histories and genealogies
as they move between and around states. In accessible language, James Scott, recognized worldwide as an eminent
authority in Southeast Asian, peasant, and agrarian studies, tells the story of the peoples of Zomia and their unlikely
odyssey in search of self-determination. He redefines our views on Asian politics, history, demographics, and even our
fundamental ideas about what constitutes civilization, and challenges us with a radically different approach to history that
presents events from the perspective of stateless peoples and redefines state-making as a form of internal colonialism.
This new perspective requires a radical reevaluation of the civilizational narratives of the lowland states. Scott's work on
Zomia represents a new way to think of area studies that will be applicable to other runaway, fugitive, and marooned
communities, be they Gypsies, Cossacks, tribes fleeing slave raiders, Marsh Arabs, or San-Bushmen.
Translating Anarchy tells the story of the anti-capitalist anti-authoritarians of Occupy Wall Street who strategically
communicated their revolutionary politics to the public in a way that was both accessible and revolutionary. By
“translating” their ideas into everyday concepts like community empowerment and collective needs, these anarchists
sparked the most dynamic American social movement in decades.
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